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Caleb had a headache about the situation of Alina. 

 

“As I said, what happened three years ago has nothing to do with her.” 

 

At this moment, Alina seemed to be finally calmed down, but it was only what Caleb thought she was 

calm. 

 

Or rather, from the beginning to the end, Alina had always known exactly what she wanted, she had 

always been awake. 

 

But now, no matter it was Emma and Caleb, it was really a bit unconscious. 

 

“In her body, there is my blood.” Alina only made a light statement. 

 

And the emotions that Caleb had managed to suppress surged up when he heard Alina’s words. 

 

All along, he had been able to maintain a keen sense of reason. 

 

But now, this sanity was torn to pieces by Alina. 

 

“Then what do you want?” 

 

“Give me back the blood that belongs to me.” 

 

Caleb only felt speechless, how on earth was it to be returned? 

 

He really was going crazy. 

 

Alina, “Can’t you?” 

 

That is to say, if they can’t, all the talks they are having now are all for nothing. 

 

“Alina.” 

 

“Don’t call me by my name, I don’t like it.” Alina interrupted the man’s words, and what she said was 

the truth. 

 

She now didn’t love to listen to anything Caleb said. 

 

“You go back to live in Mulherd Manor.” 

 

In the end, Caleb said. 

 



He could see that Alina was deliberately tossing and turning, if this continued, Emma was going to be 

mad by her. 

 

So was he. 

 

Like now, he was already so angry with Alina that he couldn’t maintain his soberness, and if this 

continued, he was afraid he would really go crazy. 

 

Previously, when Chester was not here, no one could threaten Emma, so at that time, Caleb got Alina 

back to Werland Villa. 

 

And now, when faced with the choice between protecting Emma and Alina, he chose the former. 

 

Alina looked sarcastically at Caleb. No matter what time it was, he was always protecting Emma. 

 

No matter what kind of situation he was in, his choice was always Emma. 

 

It used to be, and now is too. 

 

Alina, “No.” 

 

Looking at the man, she spat out two words. 

 

Caleb was instantly going crazy. 

 

As long As Emma was out of Werland Villa, certainly she would be got to North Eglinton by Chester. 

 

Caleb had never felt this much brain pain before, and now it really hurt. 

 

“What exactly do you want?” 

 

“You’ll find out.” 

 

So there was no telling what was waiting for them next. 

 

She won’t let all of them have a good time. 

 

Caleb had never thought before that Alina would have such tactics. 

 

He had never thought that he would be driven mad by Alina. 

 

…… 

 

Alina was unwilling to leave, and Emma can’t live. The three of them are in an awkward situation. 

 



When Vanessa knew Alina’s intentions, she snorted, “Caleb has a comfortable life in the past years.” 

 

“It’s good that Alina teach him a lesson.” 

 

Once when he was protecting Emma, because Alina didn’t even know about it, so he was doing 

whatever he wanted. 

 

If one is not loyal to his partner, it will be a very difficult time. Caleb was unaware of this before 

 

Emma had helped him. 

 

There would be many ways to repay, why must feelings be involved? 

 

Especially after noticing Emma’s heart, he hadn’t even dealt with it properly, then this was the 

aftermath he was facing today. 

 

“And Lady Alina has already found a lawyer, to get everything back from Emma’s hands.” 

 

“She should have done that last time.” 

 

But it was right to react like that this time. 

 

“Who’s the lawyer?” 

 

“It’s lawyer Jacob.” 

 

“Well, it’s a good lawyer.” Apparently, Jacob’s name was something that Vanessa had also heard of. 

 

Alina was considered to have quite a lot of strength, and this lawyer was the best. 

 

“And there’s one more thing.” The butler said after noticing that Vanessa was in a good mood. 

 

“What?” 

 

“Andre’s people are investigating Nova.” 

 

She could guess what Alina was up to this time. The people who were involved in it three years ago, 

none of them could escape. 

 

She had, after all, struck out. 

 

Compared to Emma’s previous petty tactics, Alina was now really going to tear them apart, one by one. 

 

“Well, it’s time to investigate.” There was no telling how much dirty cover-up behind this, it was good to 

find out. 



 

This attitude of Vanessa made even the butler confused. 

 

Why was she not annoyed at all at Alina’s counterattack? Wasn’t she worried that Caleb will lose 

everything? 

 

“Tell Alina to come back for dinner tonight.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

Vanessa was in a good mood. 

 

Before, when she knew that Alina had been kicked out of Werland Villa by Caleb, she was so angry that 

she couldn’t eat, but now she was better. 

 

Alina was now riveted to tear them apart, which was something she would like to see. 

 

…… 

 

Lois said to Alina, “You and Master Caleb are going back to Collins Castle for dinner tonight, so I won’t 

cook.” 

 

“Back to Collins Castle?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

Lois nodded her head. 

 

Emma’s face turned white, every time Collins Castle was brought up, there was no doubt that she was 

having the hardest time. 

 

Because the presence of Collins Castle would remind her all the time of what kind of presence Alina was 

in the Collins family. 

 

After a long time, she did not feel very good in her heart. 

 

In her heart, the hatred was overwhelming. 

 

And with this contrast, Emma was more and more resigned to not marrying Caleb. 

 

The good thing is that Caleb is still attentive to her and sent someone after knowing that Alina is now 

targeting her. 

 

With someone by her side, things were slightly better for Emma. 


